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The kids are back in school, there are fewer power 
boats churning up the water, and the oppressive 
temperatures of August, albeit grudgingly, seem to 
be trending lower.  We survived a near miss by a 
weakened hurricane Hanna, although we could have 
used a little more rain from that system.  By and 
large, we are entering a time of year when the 
opportunities to enjoy beautiful sailing weather are 
on the increase. 

 

While hurricane Hanna did force cancellation of our 
annual Scots on the Rocks regatta, we are still 
hosting a two day MC Scow Performance Clinic that 
will have been held on September 19-20, prior to 
publication of this article.  Listen for the post event 
chatter by excited MC Scow sailors.  We are also 
looking forward to the fall series of LMSC events 
including our Fleet Championships on November 1-2 
and the Commodore’s Cup regatta on November 8. 

 

Of particular importance to our club this summer 
were the organization and excellent execution of our 
community outreach sailing events. Tommy Weaver 
conducted two “Introduction to Sailing” sessions, 
getting an enthusiastic response. Bud Sweet, Bob 
Lockwood, and Allan Gowans organized and 
conducted a spring and fall session of our newly 

offered “Start sailing Right” course leading to US 
Sailing certification in the mastery of basic small 
boat sailing skills.  Thanks to the efforts of Cole and 
Nicole Hexel, LMSC offered its successful Youth 
Sailing Camp for the second year, enrolling about 10 
more sailing students than in 2007.  These programs 
have broad appeal, offering service to club members 
as well as many non-members who are thus 
introduced to LMSC.   Our membership roster has 
significantly benefited from community oriented 
events and the members who organized them are to 
be congratulated on their success. 

 

Less exciting, but very important for all that, are a 
few items of club business that should be of interest 
to us as LMSC members.  The Board of Stewards 
has elected to proceed with a significant erosion 
control project.  Most of you have observed the 
amount of real estate we have lost along our 
shoreline, especially the severe erosion from this 
spring’s abnormally high water.  We have approved 
laying down rip-rap on the shore reaching along the 
entirety of A-B docks and extending around the point 
to within approximately 20 yards of the rigging dock. 
We will also place rip-rap along the sagging wall of 
concrete by “C” dock and the short section between 
the launch ramp and the beach.  We have also 
identified a number of dead or dying trees that pose 
a risk to our club house and parked boats and need 
to be removed.  Both these project should be taking 
place this fall. 

 

You will have already received your packets 
containing information about our constitutional 
revisions, your 2009 proposed slate of officers, and 
our October 18 Annual Business Meeting.  Please 
be sure to review this material and make it your 
business to attend the October meeting, mail your 
absentee ballot, or designate your proxy vote.  Your 
club depends on you.  Its value is only as good as 
your participation in its business and support 
processes.  Please continue helping to make your 
club the finest family sailing club in South Carolina. 

Windword 
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Scots on the Rocks “Hanna-tized” 
 

An annual favorite in the Carolinas District, our Flying Scot invitational regatta, “Scots on the Rocks” looked to 
be well attended in 2008.  Our own fleet has grown to 12 boats with at least 10 of those likely to compete in 
this September’s event.  Via the Flying Scot “grapevine”, we anticipated a minimum of 10 guests from other 
venues.  By all measures, 2008 looked to be a banner year for Fleet 158 and, by extension, LMSC as the 
host club.  Our organizational “ducks” were properly aligned, the grass was mowed, goose poop power 
washed from the docks, and trophies were on hand well in advance of our September 6 & 7  event date. 

 

Then Hanna happened.  She was a slow mover, indecisive, dallying about the Atlantic, teasing the Caribbean 
a bit, but really making eyes at the south eastern US.  Batting her eyes archly over a cone of probability 
aimed directly at Charleston, Hanna began tracking our way around Sunday, August 31 and seemed intent of 
making landfall in the historic city on Friday night or Saturday morning of our regatta weekend.  

 

Wednesday morning, Fleet Captain Gary Wulf and I conferred.  With Hanna still promising high winds and 
lots of rain and still targeting South Carolina’s central coast, we chose the prudent course of canceling the 
regatta.  We already had reports from our traveling competitors that they had no desire to travel into the path 
of a hurricane and were staying put, thank you very much!  Hanna, relieved of her obligation to ruin our event, 
decided to move north and directed her wayward attention to Wilmington and the beaches of the Outer 
Banks.  We had a little wind and rain Friday…Saturday was gorgeous.  Bummer!  Still, our guests did the 
smart thing.  Who, in his or her right mind,  would travel one or two hundred miles, towing boats with $4 a gal-
lon fuel, on the outside chance they wouldn’t be blown off the road and…just maybe…the regatta might be 
held.  Don’t think so! 

 

Weather being what it is, "you pays your money and you takes your chances".  We’ll have a monster event in 
2009. 

 

Nathan Ward has his Flying Scot up for sale.  I’ve sailed with Nathan before and his is a good boat.  Let’s see 
if we can find someone to buy this boat who will keep it in Fleet 158.  Start persuading some of our new mem-
bers just how much fun the Scot can be. 

 

Fleet 158 remains the core of Rodesiler racing for this sea-
son, usually putting from 5 to 8 boats on the water.  Some of 
the fleet members are already thinking about the March mid-
winters and a few of us will be watching Joe Brake’s fleet at 
New Bern hoping for an invitation to sail in a sea breeze next 
summer. 

 

No matter what, you must collect a crew and get on the water 
for the Fleet 158 Championship regatta to be held Saturday, 
November 1st.  We will offer Championship and Challenger 
divisions with trophies for each.  Let’s try to get at least 10 
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MC Fleet 89 Continues Rapid Growth 

 

This past week, MC Fleet 89 had its ninth member added (plus a new LMSC member) and conducted a 
classroom and on the water clinic. 

 

Brian Havens, a student in the LMSC sponsored US Sail Certification classes drove to Charlotte last week 
and picked up an MC scow so he could attend the MC clinic.  We get them excited in The Learn to Sail 
classes!  Brian will be a great addition to both the fleet and club due to his great enthusiasm.  

 

This past weekend, LMSC and Fleet 89 hosted MC’s from around the area 
for a clinic on how to sail these boats to maximum performance.  The clinic 
was organized by Mack Cook from Beaufort, and attended by sailors form 
SC, GA, and NC.  We had 18 participants registered for the one day event. 

 

Instructing at the clinic were two sell known sailors, Lenny Krawcheck a well 
known Lightning sailor and perennial top 10 MC Sailor from Charleston and 
the current 2008 MC Masters Champion, Jeff Annis from the Augusta Sailing 
Club in Georgia.  One thing that was brought out at the clinic about the MC, 
the winner of the 2008 Nationals, Jamie Kimball was 170 lbs soaking wet 
and Jeff was 6 feet 5 inches and over 250 lbs.,  the MC can take tremen-
dous weight and size differences and still be very competitive. 

 

The clinic consisted of an outline from what is called Zenda University, 
(home of the MC Builder) an intensive $400 course offered twice a year.  
Many topics on the characteristics of the MC were discussed along with ba-
sic racing tactics.  Then we went on the water for many starts and an afternoon of short races.  This event 
was not only fun, but informative and exhaustive!  Everyone was dragging a bit at the end of the day!  The 
dinner was catered by the ever so famous Farm Boy’s from Chapin. 

 

The MC Scow is a 16 foot cat rigged fantastic sailing pleasure.  The first MC appeared on LMSC grounds just 
over one year ago, and now 9 boats are in the fleet.  There are fleets through the southeast and good used 
boats available.  There are many advantages of the MC, besides not needing crew (although two can sail 
very comfortably) the boat can be rigged and in the water in 10 minutes from when you drive onto the 
grounds, and retrieval and putting up is just a quick. 

 

There is competition when you want it as within a two hour drive, there are at least 7 fleets.  We in Fleet 89 
will continue our basic training program throughout the winter.  If you are looking for a great boat to just go 
sail that is easy and fun, consider the MC Scow. 

 

The first MC Fleet 89 Championships are scheduled for Sunday the 2nd of November. 

 

 

Lenny Krawcheck 
fromCharleston,SC 
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New Members 

Welcome 

 Tim and Kim Etcheson 

and sons Taylor and Connor 

(Connor in picture) 

 

Tim has been sailing since 2001 
and earned ASA Certifications for 

Basic Keelboat, 

Coastal Cruising and Bareboat 
Cruising. 

 

Welcome back 

 Robert S. Jones 

 

Bob is a Systems Developer who 
used to crew Thistles at LMSC.  

Now he owns a Hobbie 16 
(#808890) 
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More New Members 

Welcome 

 Charles and Mary Ellen 
Thomson 

and daughters Katie and Emily  

 

Charles is an attorney that has been 
sailing since age 10 in J24s and 
Thistles but has not sailed in 13 

years. 

Here Charles and Katie posing with 
their new acquisition: Thistle #2730 

 

Welcome  

Deborah Beck 

 

Deborah is the Health Director at 
USC and wants to learn to sail 
after years of experience in 

sailboats as crew and passenger. 

 

In the picture Deborah is hard at 
work getting her Catalina 22 ready. 
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Cruising Fleet Report 

Although the summer weather has hindered our ability to conduct on-the-water events as 
we intended, the Cruising Fleet looks forward to the Fall season to revive our goals and 
activities.  Already, several yachts have been enjoying the friendly competition offered by 
the local Lake Murray Yacht Racing Association (LMYRA) with Ed Colie (Catalina 25 “Paso 
Kanei”) and John Ward (Hunter 34 “Rhiannon”) involved in the Cruising Division and Frank 
McKinnon (Sabre 36 “Calypso”) in the spinnaker racing division.  Don’t hesitate to express 
interest in crewing for these folks because they can usually accommodate you. 

 

Also, an effort is underway at LMSC to conduct some “performance comparison sailing” in 
order to establish time correction factors so that we may facilitate some lake wide Cruising 
Fleet FUN RACES.  Under this system, your actual boat performance will be assessed 
against others in the same sailing conditions as compared to using a number out of a 
book!  Be preparing to get your boat in shape if not already for this exciting Fall endeavor. 

 

Be on the lookout for updates to the Cruising Fleet web page and notifications on the 
listserv e-mails for upcoming planning session.  We need ideas, suggestions and 
involvement from everyone as we continue to build our Cruising Fleet! 

Work and Eat Party 

September 20 

Photos: Skeet Biber 

Brooks demonstrates high-tech 
paint brush 
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Board of Stewards 
2007-2008 

Commodore - Ryan Gaskin 

Vice Commodore - Frank McKinnon 

Rear Commodore - Phillip Willis 

Treasurer - Rich Sweet 

Secretary - Matt Bregenzer 

At-Large Members 

Cole Hexel 

Brooks Allen 

Bill Gordon 

Alan Whelchel 

LAKE MURRAY SAILING CLUB 

235 Old Forge Road 

Chapin, SC 29036 

Windword  editor:  

Adolfo G.  Fabregat 

afabregat@yahoo.com 

LMSC HOSTS 

USC NROTC 

Intercollegiate Regatta 

September 26 and 27 

 

LMSC is pleased to host the first intercollegiate regatta sponsored by the 
USC NROTC (Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps). 

NROTC sailors from area universities will participate in a round-robin com-
petition  sailed with 8 Lasers provided by USC NROTC and other NROTC 
units.  

Justin Chaparro, whom some of you already know and who has crewed 
for a few of our Rodesiler competitors, is our liaison with the USC NROTC 
command. 

LMSC is happy to provide a venue for our young NROTC  sailors and 
hopes to establish a working partnership with USC NROTC. 


